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Altruismhas both an evolutionaryand a psychological meaning. As the term
is used in evolutionary theory, a trait is deemed altruistic if it reduces the
fitness of the actor and enhancesthe fitness of someone else. In its psychological sense, the thesis that we have altruistic ultimate motives asserts that
we care aboutthe welfare of others, not just as a means of enhancingour own
well-being, but as an end in itself. Since mindless organisms can be evolutionarily altruistic,evolutionaryaltruism does not entail psychological altruism. And since caring about the welfareof others can, unbeknownst to the
actor, enhancethe actor's fitness, neitherdoes psychological altruism entail
evolutionary altruism. If parentscare about their children as ends in themselves, these parents are psychological altruists; but if this caring allows
parents to be more reproductivelysuccessful, this is not an instance of
evolutionary altruism. In Unto Others (hereafterUO), we consider both
evolutionary altruism (Part I) and psychological altruism (Part II) from an
evolutionaryperspective.
It is a challenge to explain how evolutionary altruism can evolve by the
process of naturalselection, since altruistsin a group will be less fit than the
selfish individualsin the same group who receive benefits but do not make
donationsof their own. Darwinproposeda theoryof group selection to solve
this puzzle. Very simply, even though altruists are less fit than selfish individuals within any single group, groups of altruists are more fit than groups
of selfish individuals. If a population is subdividedinto many groups that
vary in their altruistic tendencies, altruism will be favoredat the level of
selection among groups even as it is being disfavoredat the level of selection
among individualswithin groups. Darwin's scenariobecame the basis for a
theoreticalframeworkcalled multilevel selection theory.
We think that Darwin was on the right track. Altruistic behaviors can
evolve by group selection; the process of individualselection, on the other
hand,because it favors individualswho are more fit over other individualsin
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the same group who are less, favors selfishness, not altruism. Examples of
altruism have been documentedin many species and have been producedin
the laboratoryby artificial multilevel selection experiments. Furthermore,
group selection was probablyan exceptionally strong force in human evolution, accountingfor our own groupishnature.
The history of scientific investigationof evolutionaryaltruism is not one
of straightforwardscientific progress. Group selection was rejected as an
importantevolutionaryforce by most biologists in the 1960's. Other theories
were proposedto explain the evolution of seemingly altruistic behaviors in
individualisticterms, such as kin selection theory (helping one's own genes
in the bodies of others) and reciprocalaltruism (helping in expectation of
returnbenefits). It became so taboo to invoke group selection that, as we
recount on p. 40 of UO, one elder statesmanadviseda young colleague that
"thereare three ideas that you do not invoke in biology-Lamarkism, the
phlogiston theory, and group selection." Yet, upon closer examination, many
of the argumentsused against group selection appearto be confused, question-begging, or inconclusive, and the mechanisms that were thought to be
alternativesto group selection turn out to be instances of group selection,
properlyconceived.
Thus, if our accountof altruismas a productof group selection is correct,
it amountsto a reversalof what many regardas a triumphantstep forwardin
evolutionarythought. Establishing a new theory is difficult enough; establishing a heretical old theory is even harder,requiringa detailedhistorical
reconstructionof ideas and a generalconsiderationof why science sometimes
departs from the smooth process it is often idealized to follow. These
elements make UO relevant to historians and philosophers of science in
general, apartfrom the specific topic of altruism.As we state on p. 13, "It is
wonderfulwhen science progresses by a straight march to the truth. But
science is even more interestingwhen its progress is less direct. To understand the process of science, we need to consider not just the destination
reachedat the end of the journey but the false starts and detoursencountered
along the way."
Ourpresentationof multilevel selection theoryexpandsthe rangeof topics
beyond altruism in other respects as well. Group selection favors any trait
thatcauses some groupsto survive and reproducebetterthan others. Altruism
qualifies as such a traitbut so also do othertraitsthat do not appearaltruistic,
such as moralistic aggression and other forms of social control. As we state
on p. 31 of UO, "the extreme altruism that cries out for explanationmight
be rarein naturefor two very differentreasons-(a) because group selection is
seldom strong enough to evolve such behaviors, or (b) because there is
usually a way to benefit the group without such extreme self-sacrifice."In
short, the same theory that explains why evolutionary altruism exists also
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explains why altruism shares the stage with many other traits that cause
groups to function as adaptiveunits.
Humangroupsoften appearto be functionally organized,even when they
are large and composed of unrelatedindividuals. The foundersof the social
sciences were comfortablewith the idea of societal organisms, complete with
group minds, but this perspective was largely rejectedby social scientists
inclined to defendmethodological individualism and by evolutionary biologists alike during the second half of the 20th century. Multilevel selection
theoryprovidesa new foundationfor understandingthe group-level functionality of human society in additionto the opposing forces that so often subvert group-level functionality from within. The mechanisms that enable
humangroups to function as adaptiveunits provide ample scope for cultural
processes. Ourtheoreticalframeworkis evolutionary,but it does not conform
to the doctrine of genetic determinism that has so often been criticized.
Indeed,we devote an entirechapterto a survey of 25 cultures, chosen at random from the Human Relations Area Files, an anthropologicaldata base for
cross-culturalresearch.Multilevel selection theory can help explain variation
among cultures in additionto their commonalities and (partial)functionality
above the level of the individual.
Evolutionaryaltruismhas been studied by biologists without much regard
to the psychological component.However, the questionof whetherpeople are
motivatedto help others as an end in itself, ratherthan as a means for advancing self-interest, has a long history of its own within both philosophy and
psychology. In Part II of UO, we evaluate the arguments, both conceptual
and empirical, that philosophers and psychologists have advanced in an
attemptto choose between psychological egoism and motivational pluralism.
We conclude that these arguments are inconclusive. We suggest that it is
illuminatingto analyze these two motivationaltheories from an evolutionary
perspective.In the past, psychological egoism has been regardedas a more
parsimoniousexplanation of behavior than psychological altruism, resulting
in an intellectual pecking orderin which egoistic explanations are innocent
until proven guilty. From an evolutionary perspective, psychological egoism
and altruism are alternativeproximatemechanisms that might have evolved
to motivate adaptivebehaviors. To see which mechanism is more likely to
have evolved, we must considerboth from the standpointof reliability, availability, and efficiency. Psychological egoism is the inferior explanationwhen
judged by these criteria.An exclusively egoistic motivation would constitute
an unreliableand needlessly complex Rube Goldbergdevice when it comes to
producinghelping behavior. If helping behavior evolves among organisms
that have minds as sophisticatedas those exhibitedby human beings, it most
likely will be motivatedat least in partby a desire to help others as a psychological end in itself.
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UO uses altruismas a lens to study a wide variety of subjects, including
foundationalissues in evolutionarybiology, the human social sciences, and
philosophy. We are pleased that it is the subject of this book symposium in
Philosophyand PhenomenologicalResearchand we look forwardto addressing some of the issues in more detail in our reply to the commentaries.
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Barrett and Godfrey-Smith, Dennett, and Skyrms focus on part I of
UO, which concerns evolutionary altruism; Jamieson comments exclusively on part II, which is about psychological altruism. This 3-to-1 ratio is
reflectedin our reply.
Issues
Part I-Evolutionary
We are encouragedby the opening paragraphof each commentary and espestatement that "the book is
cially by Barrett and Godfrey-Smith's
entirelypersuasive in its argumentthat attempts to marginalizegroup-selectionist ideas in the latterpartof the 20t century were mistaken." At the very
least, the commentatorswho addressedPartI of UO agree that the issues surroundingmultilevel selection theory, however unsettled, are highly relevant
to moder evolutionary research. This by itself is an important advance
becausefor decadesthe idea of group selection has been portrayedas a settled
issue that needs to be learnedonly to avoid an erroneouspatternof thought.
The substance of the commentaries, however, reveals considerable disagreementabout how UO conceptualizesthe idea of group selection. Dennett describes the issues as "mind-twistinglyelusive and slippery"and hints
that it is mere hype to say that group selection has been revived. Barrett
and Godfrey-Smith discuss the problem of multiple perspectives at length
and claim that we are too liberal in our definition of groups. We believe that
these criticisms obscure the simplicity of the basic question that group selection theory is designed to answerand the historical continuity of that theory,
from Darwin to the present.
The basic evolutionary question
The question at the center of the group selection controversyis so simple that
it can be stated in a single sentence: Do traits evolve by benefiting whole
groups, despite being selectively neutral or disadvantageouswithin groups?
BOOK SYMPOSIUM 711
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Obviously, posing this questionrequiresa precise definitionof groups, but if
we have a traitin mind and can agree on what counts as a group, answering
First we need to measurethe fitthe question is in principle straightforward.
ness of individualspossessing the trait, relative to the fitness of individuals
possessing alternativetraitsin the same group.This informationis necessary
to confirm that the trait is indeed selectively neutral or disadvantageous
within groups. If the trait evolves without being favoredby selection within
groups, something else is requiredto explain its evolution. That "something"
could be genetic drift,pleiotropiceffects, or a process of between-groupselection. To confirm that the trait evolves by benefiting whole groups (the first
part of the basic question), we need to measurehow the trait varies among
groupsand whetherthis variationleads groups to make differentialcontributions to the total gene pool. Finally, we must do the math to show that the
evolutionary force favoring the trait-selection among groups in the total
population-is strongerthan the opposing force of selection among individuals within groups. Carryingout these steps may involve methodologicaldifficulties, but philosophically it is no more problematicto identify and measure the levels of selection than it is to measure, say, the relative importance
of predationand sexual selection in the evolution of coloration in guppies.
There is nothing "mind-twistinglyelusive and slippery"about it. The problem becomes somewhatmore difficult if an altruistictraitevolves to fixation,
destroyingthe variationresponsible for its selection. However, this problem
is not uniqueto group selection and so we set it aside here.
Now thatwe have describedthe simplicity of the basic question, we need
to establish its continuitywith the understandingof group selection that was
in place historically. This is importantbecause Dennett and Barrett and
Godfrey-Smith suggest that we have departedfrom past conventional
usage. UO includes a more detailedhistoryof the group selection controversy
than any other published account (see also Wilson 1983). Here we will list
six importantevents, from Darwin to the present, that help demonstratehistorical continuity:
1) Darwin (1871, p. 166) proposedthe original theory of group selection in part to explain the evolution of human morality: "It must
not be forgottenthat althougha high standardof morality gives but
a slight or no advantageto each individualman and his childrenover
other men of the same tribe, yet that an increasein the number of
well-endowedmen and advancementin the standardof morality will
certainly give an immense advantageto one tribe over another."In
this passage and elsewhere, Darwin clearly regardedfeatures of
human morality as selectively neutral or disadvantageouswithin
groups and relied upon selection among groups to explain their evo-
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lution, following the same logic that we describedin our formulation of the basic question.
2) One of the first mathematical models of group selection is by
Sewall Wright(1945), who considereda gene that decreasesthe relative fitness of the individualwithin groups by a factor (1-s) while
increasingthe fitness of the groupby a factor (1+pb), where p is the
frequencyof the gene in the group.Again, the use of between-group
selection to explain the evolution of traits that are selectively disadvantageousor neutralwithin groupscould not be clearer.
3) The rejectionof group selection in the 1960's is attributedlargely to
G.C. Williams (1966) who wrote "It is universally conceded by
those who have seriously concernedthemselves with this problem
that. .group-relatedadaptationsmust be attributedto the natural
selection of alternativegroups of individuals and that the natural
selection of alternativealleles within populationswill be opposed to
this development."The correspondencebetween this statement and
our formulationof the basic question is obvious, and Williams himself comments on the historical continuity of thought on the subject. Williams' point here is not to change the theoreticalframework
of multilevel selection but merely to make the claim that group
selection is invariablyweak, comparedto selection within groups.
He defendedthis rejectionof groupselection empirically(e.g., in his
discussion of sex ratio evolution), but, unfortunately, he also
provideda set of more-or-lessa priori argumentsagainst the idea of
group adaptation. We regard these a priori arguments (which
Dawkins repeatedin The Selfish Gene) as muddyingthe waters. It is
pointless to formulateevolutionary hypotheses that can be refuted
on a priori grounds.Groupselection, like individualselection itself,
may or may not be the right explanationof a given phenomenon,
but surely this question has to be settled by consulting data.
WheneverWilliams talkedaboutgroupselection in a way that could
be tested empirically, as opposed to being decidable on a priori
grounds,he followed the basic formulationoutlinedabove.
4)

Another mathematicalmodel of group selection was formulatedby
George Price in the 1970's and has become influentialin the modem
multilevel selection literature.Price used a covarianceapproachto
break total gene frequencychange into two components; average
gene frequencychange within single groups, and gene frequency
change causedby variationamong groups. The two components of
the Price equation obviously correspondto within- and between-
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group selection, as previously understood.Thus, it is completely
unsurprisingthatPrice (andW.D. Hamilton)regardedhis equationas
a multilevel selection model.
5) Even modem-daybiologists who reject group selection subscribeto
our formulationof the basic question. In numerouseditions of his
influential textbook Animal Behavior, John Alcock discussed and
dismissed group selection with the help of a Gary Larson cartoon
showing a group of fabledlemmings running into the sea (ostensibly to regulatetheir population size); one of their number wears a
sly smile and an innertube. Alcock's caption to the cartoon is entitled "groupselection's fatal flaw" and states "if most lemmings did
commit suicide, wouldn't a mutant type that refrainedfrom suicide
quickly spreadthroughthe population?"The message of the cartoon
and caption is that within-groupselection is all that mattersas far as
naturalselection is concerned.There is no need to considermultiple
groups, variation among groups, and all the other paraphernalia
associatedwith group selection. Like Williams, Alcock agrees with
the basic formulationdescribedabove and merely asserts that group
selection is too weak to matter.Everythingthat evolves by selection
does so on the strengthof within-groupselection.
6) Biologists who now work within the frameworkof multilevel selection theory speak easily of selection within and among groups, as if
there is no cause for controversy.In the context of his discussion of
parasiteevolution, Bull (1994, p. 1425) states: "both levels operate
togetherin whatmay be regardedas a classic group selection hierarchy, the groups being the populations of parasiteswithin hosts." In
discussing sex-ratio evolution, Herre(1999, p. 217) states "the key
to understandinghow much greateror lesser degrees of female-bias
are favored lies in understandinghow among- and within-group
selection are balanced."A recent article in the journal Nature on
altruistic punishment in humans (Fehr and Gachter 2002) is
accompaniedby a commentarythat states "A plausible explanation
of the evolutionarysuccess of this strategy is that groups with a
high fractionof altruisticpunishers would have sustained cooperation more successfully than groups with fewer punishers, and so
would have prevailedover them" (Bowles and Gintis 2002). The
similaritybetween this statement and Darwin's original scenario for
the evolution of humanmoralityis unmistakable.
We thereforecontinueto maintainthatour understandingof what group selection amountsto has the virtue of both conceptual clarity and historical conti-
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nuity with the problemas it has developed in biology. More details about the
history are providedin UO. Since Dennett and Barrett and GodfreySmith think that we have broken with the past, they should support their
claim with scholarshipof their own.
Defining

groups
According to Barrett and Godfrey-Smith, we employ a liberal definition
of groups that allows almost anything to be categorizedas group selection.
Again, the implication is that we have departedfrom past definitions of
groups that were narrower,but this is not the case. One reason that early
group selectionists were called naive is that they saw adaptivegroups everywhere, from ephemeralgroups such as bird flocks and fish schools to more
permanentgroups such as entire species and ecosystems. More careful early
discussions of group selection are similarly diverse. As we state on p. 92 of
UO, "ForDarwin (1871), groups were tribes that compete by directconflict.
For Haldane(1932), groups were tribesthatcompete by fissioning at different
rates. For Wright (1945), groups were isolated populations that compete in
the colonization of new groups. For Williams and Williams (1957), groups
were sib-groups that last only a fraction of a generation. For Hamilton
(1975), groups were any set of individualsthat form for a period of the life
cycle and influenceeach other's fitness."
There is a reason why multilevel selection theory-and all other evolutionary theories of social behavior-must be flexible in their definition of
groups. The purpose of an evolutionary model is usually to predict and
explain the evolution of a particulartrait. When the trait is a nonsocial
behavior that alters the fitness of the individual alone, we needn't concern
ourselves with groups. But when the trait is a social behavior, the fitness of
an individualis determinedby its own traitand by the traitsof the individuals
with whom it interacts.These individualsconstitute the group, which must
be identifiedaccuratelyto calculatethe fitnesses that determinethe outcome
of evolution.
Suppose thatwe are interestedin the evolution of warningcalls in birds.
Birds thatlook for predatorsandcall when one is spotted benefit everyone in
earshotat their own expense. The fitness of an individualdependson whether
it is a caller and on the numberof other callers within earshot. Thus, something like a bird flock is the appropriategrouping for this particulartrait.
Callers have a lower fitness than non-callers within any given flock, but
groups with more callers contributemore to the total gene pool than groups
with fewer. This constitutesa multilevel selection model for warning calls in
birds.
In contrast,suppose we are interestedin the evolution of resourceconservation in birds.Birds thateat moderatelyhave fewer offspringthanmore glut-
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tonous birds in the same group, but groups of birds that eat moderately
conserve their resourceswhile groups of gluttonous birds overexploit their
resourcesand go extinct, as proposed by Wynne-Edwards(1962), the most
vilified of the early group selectionists. A group in this case is the set of
birdsthatshare the same resources.This may include a much largernumber
of birds that those who are within earshot of each other. If so, we must
expandthe size of the group to include the individuals that influence each
other's fitness in order to determine the outcome of evolution for this
particulartrait. This is why we emphasizedin UO that what counts as a
groupmust be determinedon a trait-by-traitbasis.
Against this background,let's consider Barrett and Godfrey-Smith's
claim that our definition of groups is too liberal. As we have noted, if a
theory is going to consider a variety of traits,its definition of groupsmust be
liberal (=flexible) to encompass the groupings appropriatefor each trait.
However, for any particulartrait, the definition of groups cannot be liberal;
there is a single appropriategroupingand all others will simply come to the
wrong conclusion concerning how the evolutionary process proceeds.This
combinationof liberality across traits and conservatismwith respect to individual traits characterizesthe multilevel selection literature,and it is fully
warranted.Furthermore,all evolutionarytheoriesof social behavior are bound
by the same rules. Consider a model of fighting behaviorin which one type
of individualshares amiably while anothertype fights to take all. Fighters are
more fit than sharerswithin any given group, but groups of sharerscontribute more to the gene pool than groupsof fighters. This is a multilevel selection model, identicalin form to our models of warning cries and resource
conservation.It is also a game theory model. In both cases, we must find the
appropriategroupsfor fighting behavior. If individualsinteractin pairs, then
pairsare the appropriategroups. If individualinteractin triadsor free-for-alls
of 100, then those are the appropriategroups.N-person game theory is liberal
in its definition of groups-and must be-in exactly the same sense that
multilevel selection theory is liberal. Game theory models of warningcries,
resourceconservation,and fighting behaviormust arriveat the same defiition of groups as multilevel selection models of the same traits. Groups are
determinedby the biology of the organism,not the whim of the biologist or
the name of the theoreticalframeworkbeing employed.
So farwe havedefendedour own conception of groups. What of Barrett
and Godfrey-Smith's more narrow conception? They wish to restrict
groups to highly functional groupings such as bee colonies and individual
organisms (which are functional groupings of lower-level agents). As we
discuss on p. 97 of UO, this definition fails to distinguish between the product and the process of multilevel selection. Bee colonies aren't groups
because they are highly functional;rather,they are highly functional because
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bees (or their ancestors)lived in groups before they were highly functional
and selection among groups prevailed against selection within groups.
Darwin did not say that human groups are groups because they are moral;
rather,he said that morality evolved by group selection because more moral
groups replacedless moral groups. Anotherdefect in Barrett and GodfreySmith's proposal is that it does not allow for the existence of groups when
group selection is too weak for group-level adaptationsto evolve; bird flocks
are the groups for warning calls, even if warning calls do not evolve or
evolve only to an intermediatefrequency.In general, we must have a definition of groupsthatdescribesthe process of groupselection and this definition
of the process cannot be based on the assumption that a highly efficient
groupadaptationmust be the product of thatprocess. In addition, virtually all
group selection models concern the evolution of single traits and take no
standon how othertraitshave evolved. A model for the evolution of warning
calls remainsagnostic aboutresourceconservationand fighting behavior.It is
interestingto ask how organismic units evolve that are adaptivewith respect
to many traits, but this is only one topic within multilevel selection theory;
it cannot be used to provide a definitionof groups for the whole theory.
Finally, we take issue with Barrett and Godfrey-Smith's statement
that "causaldescriptionof evolution in individualisticterms ends as soon as
interactionbetween individuals begins (italics theirs)." Multilevel selection
theory bears its name because it carefully partitions natural selection into
within- and between-group components. Plenty of interactions among
individuals take place in the context of within-group selection and are
properlyclassified as "not group selection". Group selection is a subset of
selection, not just another label for all frequencyfrequency-dependent
interactions.
dependent
Pluralism
So far we have tried to establish in this reply (andin UO in greaterdetail)
that multilevel selection is a coherenttheoreticalframeworkbuilt aroundthe
question of whethertraitscan evolve thatbenefit whole groups, despite being
selectively neutralor disadvantageouswithin groups. This involves a kind of
pluralism concerningevolutionaryforces-there are differentkinds of selection processes thatcan and do operatein nature, with differenttraits evolving
in responseto differentmixes of these processes. This pluralism has nothing
to do with conventionalism,accordingto which it is up to us whether we say
that group selection is present or absent in a given trait's evolution. In this
sense, our pluralismmight be viewed as a version of scientific realism.
To understandthe issues involving pluralism raised by Barrett and
Godfrey-Smith, Dennett, and Skyrms, we must consider the rejection
of group selection in favor of other theoretical frameworksthat occurredin
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the 1960's. One importantreason for group selection's rejection was empirical-the claim was advancedthat among-groupselection is invariably weak
comparedto within-group selection. Williams and other critics were not
pluralists or conventionalists; they thought that groups could be identified
and levels of selection measuredprecisely, thus providing the basis for their
negative verdict on group selection. Subsequent theories were selfconsciously developed as alternativesto groupselection, not as differentways
of defining or viewing the group selection process. However, as we have
alreadysuggested, it is impossible to study social behavior without assuming
the existence of groups.Kin selection theory, evolutionary game theory, and
selfish gene theory all had to assume the existence of groups to correctly
predictthe outcome of evolution, and the groups these differentperspectives
identify have to be the same for any particulartrait. In UO we show that
group selection was rejectedin name only. When we identify the groups that
are conceptualizedwithin these alternativetheories, we discover that traits
frequently evolve by benefiting whole groups, despite being selectively
neutralor disadvantageouswithin groups,exactly as postulatedby multilevel
selection theorybut withoutmentioningthe dreadedG-word.
For the benefit of those who have not yet read UO, the following example
shows how a model can include all the elements of multilevel selection while
seeming to deny a role for group selection. Returning to our example of
warningcries in birds, considera flock with one caller and nine non-callers.
Everyone has a low fitness in this flock because only one bird is looking out
for predators;however, this bird has the lowest fitness of all. Let us say that
the chance of survivingpredatorsis 50% for the non-callersand 25% for the
caller. A second flock of birds has nine callers and one non-caller.Everyone
has a high fitness in this flock because so many membersare looking out for
predators;however,the shirkingnon-callerhas the highest fitness of all. Let
us say that its chance of surviving predatorsis 100% comparedto 75% for
the callers. When we comparethe fitness of callers and non-callers within
each group, we see that callers are the losers in both cases. However, the
group with more callers fares betterthanthe groupwith fewer callers. This is
the classic groupselection scenariothatbegan with Darwin. Now for a subtle
shift in perspective-rather than comparing fitnesses within and among
groups, let's simply calculate the average fitness of callers and non-callers
across the groups.One non-callerhas a survivalprobabilityof 100%and nine
have a survival probabilityof 50% for an averageof 55%. One caller has a
survival probabilityof 25% and nine have a survival probabilityof 75% for
an averageof 70%. The averagecaller is more fit than the averagenon-caller,
so why not say that calling evolves by individualselection? As in a magician's trick,the concept of groupselection seems to have vanished!However,
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the disappearanceis just an illusion. The need for multiple groups and variation among groups is absolutely essential for the calling behavior to evolve.
This, in a nutshell, is the perspective shift that makes the group selection
controversyseem so "mind-twistinglyelusive and slippery."Readers should
consult UO to see how averaging the fitnesses of lower-level units across
higher-level units enables theories such as kin selection, game theory, and
selfish gene theory to assume the existence of groups while avoiding the
appearanceof groupselection.
Three questions can be asked of this averaging approach.First, does it
provide a differentanswerto the basic question that group selection theory
was designed to answer?We believe thatit does not. After all, the basic question explicitly asks whethertraitsevolve by benefiting whole groups, despite
being selectively neutralor disadvantageouswithin groups. There is no way
to answer this question without comparing fitnesses within and among
groups. The averagingapproachcan tell us whethera behavior will evolve,
but not whether it evolves because of within- or between-groupselection. It
cannotprovide an answerat all, let alone a differentanswer.We find no room
for pluralism here. If a trait evolves on the strength of group selection,
despitebeing selectively neutralor disadvantageouswithin groups, then averaging the fitness of individualsacross groups does not change any of these
facts.
Second, does the averagingapproachpermit one to construct a true causal
descriptionof evolution, differentfrom but no less true than a description
based on multilevel selection? For example, can the outcome of a group
selection process also be explainedby describingthe effects that an individual
or a gene's traits have when that individualor gene is embeddedin different
contexts (i.e., groups)?This is the thesis advancedby Sterelny and Kitcher
(1988) and in a forthcomingpaperby Kerrand Godfrey-Smith.We find some
potentialfor pluralismhere, though once again identifying "multiple descriptions of the causal facts" does not mean that it is a matter of convention
whetheror not group selection occurs.
Third, is the averaging approachheuristically useful? Does it provide
insights aboutevolution despite its inabilityto addressthe basic question that
multilevel selection theory was designedto answer?We find much potential
for pluralismhere, because we are happy to acknowledgethat there has been
progressin evolutionaryresearchduring group selection's darkage. Who can
deny that game theory and kin selection theory have providedinsights, even
when they have been erroneouslyinterpretedas alternativesto the theory of
group selection? However, we also think that the revival of multilevel selection theory and the unification of evolutionary theories of social behavior
will result in even more progressin the future.
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This thirdkind of pluralismis philosophically mundane,as Dennett and
Barrett and Godfrey-Smith acknowledge. There is much to discuss
about the second kind of pluralism but it is even more important to
distinguish the second kind from the first kind. It is remarkablehow often
philosophical discussion of group selection departsfrom the basic question
that group selection theory was designed to answer. Sterelny and Kitcher's
(1988) influential article entitled "Returnof the Gene" said nothing about
groups as vehicles of selection, which is how group selection must be
discussed within selfish gene theory. Kerrand GodfreySmith's forthcoming
article, which will be accompaniedby commentariesby us and others, also
discusses multilevel selection theory and pluralism at great length without
addressingthe basic question. Thus, whateverKerrand Godfrey-Smithmean
by pluralism,it falls under the second question that we have outlined above.
We conclude that the first and most basic question associated with group
selection has a definitive and non-pluralisticanswer:Traits can and do evolve
by benefiting whole groups, despite being selectively neutral or
disadvantageouswithin groups.
Correlation
Skyrms and Barrett and Godfrey-Smith think that correlationprovides
the most generalexplanationof altruism.We see this as a restatementof the
basic problem. If a trait is selectively advantageouswithin its own locality,
then correlationamong interactorsis not requiredfor its evolution. Thus, the
reason that correlationis requiredfor altruism is because it is selectively
disadvantageouswithin its own locality - within groups. Correlationmeans
thatthe frequencyof altruists is not exactly the same in all locations-there
is variationamong groups.What has been said that was not alreadycontained
in the original formulation?
Correlationis only part of the multilevel selection process. In a multilevel selection model, correlation is synonymous with variation among
groups. It is true that increasing variation among groups increases the
strength of group selection, relative to selection within groups, but other
factorscan make groupselection strongdespite weak variationamong groups
or weak despite strong variationamong groups (Wilson 1990, 1997). In the
pr6cis we stated that group selection explains the evolution of altruism but
also entails that altruism must share the stage with many other traits that
benefit the group without appearingovertly altruistic. Most individual-level
adaptationsevolve on the strengthof randomgenetic variation among individuals. Is it not reasonableto expect many importantgroup-level adaptations
to evolve on the strengthof randomgenetic variation among groups? This
insight follows directly from multilevel selection theory but is obscuredby
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focusing exclusively on correlation,which erroneouslygives the impression
thatgroupselection requiresabove-randomvariationamong groups.
Anotherreason that an exclusive focus on correlationwill miss important
aspects of the selection process is that altruism can fail to evolve despite
strong correlations.Skyrms states that fitness should be computedby using
the appropriateconditional probabilities instead of the unconditionalprobabilities appropriate for random interactions. However, this statement
assumes that the fitness of a given type, averagedacross the total population,
accuratelypredictsits averagechange in frequencyin the total population; in
physics, this is called a mean field approximation(Bar-Yam2000). Interactions with neighborsin a fixed spatial structure,mentionedby Skyrms as
an importantareaof futureresearch,is a situation in which this assumption
can easily fail. When dispersalis limited and offspring are always deposited
close to parents, patchiness spontaneouslydevelops, leading to high correlations that might seem to favor the evolution of altruism. However, group
selection requirescompetition among groups, and the same limited dispersal
that createsthe patches also prevents the altruistic patches from exporting
their productivityto other regions of the landscape.On the other hand, the
advantagesof selfishness are local, which allows selfish individualsto invade
and take over altruisticpatches. Altruismfails to evolve, despite high correlations and fitnesses based on conditional probabilities that would seem to
favor the evolution of altruism. There is more to multilevel selection than
correlation(Wilson et al. 1992, Mitteldorfand Wilson 2000).
The need for historical scholarship
Some subjects in evolutionarybiology have been examined in great detail by
historians of science. The group selection controversy has not yet received
this kind of attention, but we suspect that this will change. Schwarz (2000)
has made a start by examining the relationship between George Price and
W.D. Hamilton,includingtheir privatecorrespondence.It is crystal clear that
Hamiltoninitially regardedhis theory of inclusive fitness as an alternativeto
group selection and then changedhis mind on the basis of the Price equation,
as we mentionedearlierand recountin detail in UO. This event took place in
the early 1970's, at the same time that Wilson (1975) independentlydeveloped his model of group selection. We are unsure what Dennett means by
Hamilton's"alternative"to group selection or when he describes as a scandalous and unsubstantiatedrumorthe idea thatHamilton "went over" to the side
of the group selectionists; Hamilton's publications and private correspondence with Price in additionto Wilson show that this is true. Price, Hamilton, and Wilson all convergedon a view of multilevel selection that was
theoreticallyrobust, in contrastto previous models. The mystery is why so
many evolutionarybiologists found it difficult to change their minds about
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groupselection, even afterthe models and evidence were at hand. We suspect
that the atmospheresurroundinggroupselection had grown so repressivethat
few had courageto questionthe dogma. Gadagkar(1997, p. 38-39) recalls that
duringthe 1960's and 70's, he "... sat in many seminars where a question
from a memberof the audiencewas loudly dismissed by othermembersof the
audienceshouting 'but that's group selection!' even before the speakerhad a
chance to understandthe question."Not only is it hardto think clearly under
these circumstances;even the collective memoryof the subject begins to fade
as it is replacedby a melodrama,replete with heroes, villains, and great
battles. Dawkins (1982, p. 6) writes that "we painfully struggled back,
harassedby sniping from a Jesuitically sophisticatedand dedicatedneo-groupselectionistrearguard,until we finally regainedDarwin's ground,the position
that I am characterizingby the label 'the selfish organism'."Scholarship is
requiredto retirethis melodramaandrestorean accuratecollective memory of
what multilevel selection is and has always been about. Darwin was the
fatherof the idea of group selection. Hamilton began as a critic but then
endorsedthe hypothesisthirtyyears ago. Even Williams (1992, Williams and
Nesse 1991) has endorsedthe hypothesesfor at least some traits. These icons
of the anti-groupselection brigadeneed to be readmore carefully.Thirty years
have gone by since the scene describedby Gadagkar.The commentariesin
this issue of PPR and the more generalreactionthat UO has elicited suggest
that we are almost, but not quite, out of the woods.
Odds and ends Concerning Part I
We organizedthe previous sections to addressthe most important issues
raised by the commentatorsconcerning Part I of UO. In this section we
briefly addressa residueof miscellaneousissues.
Barrett and Godfrey-Smith confuse kin recognition with the "greenbeardeffect," in which genetically unrelatedaltruists are supposed to recognize each other on the basis of a sharedsecond trait. Dawkins (1976, p. 96)
inventedthis imaginaryexample to show how altruism might in principle
evolve among nonrelatives,if altruistshave greenbeardsand focus their donations on others with green beards. MaynardSmith (1964) did not distinguish
kin selection from group selection on the basis of kin recognition, at least
originally. He equatedgroup selection with multigenerationalgroups, as we
discuss on pp. 67-71 of UO, and kin selection with groups of relatives that
hold togetherfor the space of one-generation(or less).
Dennett says we commit a "sleight of hand"in our descriptionof the
Berkeley sex discrimination example. As he says, both the behavior of
departmentsandthe statistical treatmentof women across the whole University are relevant. Indeed,as we point out, it is the formerthat explains the
latter. The point is that fairness at the departmentlevel (men and women
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applicantsto a departmenthave the same chance of gaining admission) is part
of the explanationof why women get admittedless often than men in the
University as a whole. The situationis precisely parallelto the fates of altruism and selfishness. Within groups, selfish individualsare fitter than altruists, but averagingacross groups, the reversecan be true. We don't see that
any sleight of hand is involved in our exposition; we're just explaining a
well-known example of Simpson's paradox.
Dennett also notes that we use terms like "voluntary"and 'forced"to
describe possible interpretationsof the schooling fish in the cartoon on p. 14
of UO. Fish on the peripheryof the school are altruistic on the assumption
that their position enhancesthe fitness of fish in the school's interior at a
cost to those on the periphery.Whetherthe fish on the peripheryare there
becausethey areforced there, or do so voluntarily does not affect this point.
However, it is relevant to understandinghow the existence of fish with
peripherallocations evolved. If fish go to the peripheryvoluntarily, it is
pretty clear that group selection is involved. But what if they go there
becausethey areforced to do so? In this case, we must shift our focus from
the fish on the peripheryto the fish who do the forcing. These fish are providing a public good and are themselves altruistic, as comparedto the strong
fish who stay at the school's interiorbut do not force other fish to the periphery. We discuss this point aboutprimaryand secondarybehaviorson pp. 143149 of UO.
Dennett's question about what it means to say that the fish at the
peripherygo there "voluntarily"or are "forced"to do so is easy to address
without attributingmental states to these organisms. Here is an experiment
that would help one decidewhetherfish on the peripheryare 'forced" to be
there or assume that dangerouslocation "voluntarily":Place fish that swim
on the peripheryof the group into a new school of robot "fish" that will
move to the peripheryif the introducedfish go to the interiorof the school. If
the introducedfish go to the interior in this experiment, we use the term
"forced"to describetheir behaviorin nature.If they go to the periphery,we
use the term "voluntary."There is no need to speculate about the internal
mechanism (mental or otherwise) that makes them do this. As Dennett
says, "the absence of "force"can only be a matterof there not having been
any costly move ... by the other fish that has the effect of inducing or
enforcingthatdangerouschoice."
Part II: Psychological Altruism
We thankJamieson for his interestingcomments on Part II of UO. Interest
in the group selection controversy often seems to overshadowthe equally
important issues surroundingpsychological altruism. We sense that he
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broadly agrees with us but thinks we work too hardto argueagainst positions
thatcan be dismissed more easily.
Jamieson's greatestreservationsconcern the use of belief/desire explanations of behavior. We noted in UO that the debate between psychological
egoism and motivationalpluralism(the view that people have both altruistic
and egoistic ultimate desires)presupposesthat people have desires and that
these desires cause behavior.Jamieson points out that people ascribe beliefs
and desires to others for reasons other than their wanting to explain and
predictbehavior.This is fine with us; as long as beliefs and desires are causes
of behavior,the problemof egoism versus altruismcan be addressed.Also, it
doesn't follow from the fact thatpeople have a variety of motives for ascribing beliefs anddesires that "literaldescriptivismis not much more plausible
in folk psychology than it is in ethics." We want to emphasize that it wasn't
a goal of UO to defendfolk psychology. As long as scientific psychology
postulatesrepresentationalstatesthatcan be regardedas beliefs and desires (or
as relevantly similar to those states), the problem can be posed. If not, not.
As we say, if Churchland-styleeliminativism is correct,there is no problem
here to address.The same point applies to Jamieson's suggestion that human
parentalcare might be explained by a behaviorist account that does not
invoke beliefs and desires at all. We doubtthat behaviorismhas the resources
to provide this kind of explanation.In any event, part 2 of UO begins with
the assumption that mentalism is true; only in that setting does the debate
between psychological egoism and motivationalpluralismmake sense.
Jamieson notes that we formulateour evolutionary argumentfor motivational pluralism by considering hedonistic egoism as the alternative
hypothesis. Jamieson agrees with Kyle Stanford(2001) that it is a defect in
our argumentthat we did not considerpluralistic (nonhedonistic)egoism in
this context. The reason we focused on hedonism is that we think that hedonism is the version of egoism that is hardestto refute. Furthermore,we don't
see how a nonhedonisticegoism would help the defenderof egoism to avoid
the argumentwe construct.Stanfordand Jamieson need to explain why the
version of egoism they are thinking about rescues egoism from our evolutionaryargument.
Jamieson says that we are "scornfulof appeals to plausibility."What we
say is that agreementwith "commonsense" is no argumentin favor of motivationalpluralism.We deny thatthe "burdenof proof' is on those who challenge common sense. The approachwe tried to implementin UO is to let the
evidence speak; if it can be shown that motivational pluralism is better
supportedby the evidence than egoism is, fine. And if it can be shown that
the opposite conclusion is true, that also is fine. But if the evidence fails to
discriminatebetween the hypotheses,then it is a mere prejudiceto insist that
one's pet theory is trueand thatthe othertheory is "implausible."Jamieson
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says that psychological altruism is "the view to which most of us are preanalyticallycommitted"and that he rejects 'the idea that ordinaryascriptions
of altruismrequire... scientificjustifications."For Jamieson, "such ascripscientific claims."
tions are groundedin a differentway than straightforwardly
We confess that we don't understandwhat the ground-rulesare here, if they
are not scientific.
Jamieson says that "the torturedand ad hoc explanations offered by
hedonistic egoism are more like those given by the Ptolemaic view than
those providedby relativity theory or quantum mechanics." What is the
substantive claim behind this analogy? Ptolemaic astronomy is often
describedas less parsimoniousthan Copericanism. Although we agree that
parsimony can be epistemically relevant, and not just an aesthetic frill
(Forsterand Sober 1994), this doesn't help one make an argumentfor motivational pluralism. The reason is that egoism (a monistic theory) is prima
facie simpler than motivationalpluralism.We discuss this issue in UO.
Jamieson describes the example of Kieran, who believes that two
actions would be equally pleasurable,but still has values and preferencesthat
lead her to choose one action over the other. Kieran, so described, is a
counterexampleto hedonistic egoism. Jamieson does not explain why this
descriptionshould be taken at face value. The defenderof hedonistic egoism
will want to find a differencein Kieran'sassessmentof the pleasuresthat each
activity will provide. Why is this a mistake? Jamieson says he thinks that
this would be implausible, but why is it implausible?
Jamieson criticizes hedonistic egoism on the ground that it "crudely
conceptualizespeople as simple, one-dimensional,decision makers, seeking
to realize only one value (pleasure)."We don't wish to defend hedonistic
egoism, but the point needs to be made that any theory of decision, egoistic
or otherwise, must renderdifferentvalues commensurable.This is why the
concept of utility is neededin decision theory. We assume that Jamieson
would not want to criticize motivational pluralism for assigning commensurable utility values to both the state of self and the state of others. Why,
then, is hedonistic egoism subject to this criticism?
Jamieson concludes his commentaryby pointing out that egoism is
sometimes used ideologically; it is often used to defenda political vision of
the future.If people are essentially selfish, isn't it hopelessly utopian to try
to advancethe goals of cooperationand equality?We agree that egoism has
been and continues to be used in this way. However, this is perfectly consistent with its also being a hypothesis that we should try to assess on scientific
grounds.For those caught in the grip of an ideology, what is the best way to
break its hold? More ideology, but of a differentsort? Or a considerationof
the evidence thatbearson this question?
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Concluding Comment
We thank the commentators and organizers of this symposium for their
efforts. Science made great strides in understandingthe material world long
before it addressedthe subject of altruism, but we think that a scientific
theory of altruismis emerging and we are pleased that it is getting the attention it deserves.
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